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Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 New Features

Module 1: General
This module introduces the new enhancements to the Field Service modules in Microsoft
Dynamics GP 2013.

Before You Begin
Before starting this module, you should:


Be familiar with some of the Field Service modules available.



Be familiar with the Item Quantities Maintenance window.



Have experience creating equipment records.



Understand basic Super Session functionality.



Understand basic Manufacturing functionality.



Have access to a Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 installation.

What You Will Learn
After completing this module, you will be able to:


Describe how Field Service transactions affect the Item Quantities Maintenance and
Item Allocation Inquiry windows.



Manage your discontinued items when used as parts.



Analyze Super Sessions and changes made.



Explain how to create an equipment record from receiving a serialized item in
Manufacturing.
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Lesson 1: Back Ordered Quantity Updated
This lesson explains the additional functionality added to the Item Quantities Maintenance
and Item Inquiry windows. This functionality updates the Back Ordered field in these
windows when you enter a Field Service transaction and the item is on backorder.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:


View the quantity backordered for an item

Displaying Backordered Quantities
When Field Service transactions have a back ordered quantity, the Back Ordered field will
update in the Item Inquiry and Item Quantities Maintenance window. This will allow you to
verify which documents have back ordered quantities.

Note:

In Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, backordered quantities from Field
Service transactions were not included in the Back Ordered field when you viewed the
Item inquiry or Item Quantities Maintenance window.

Service Call Management
Any parts you enter on a service call and are on backorder will update the Back Ordered
quantity in the Item Quantity Maintenance and Item Inquiry windows for that item/site
combination. To enter a service call, on the Transaction menu point to Service Call
Management, and then click Service Calls.

Figure 1: Service Call Entry - Parts
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Item Inquiry

Figure 2: Item Inquiry

Item Quantities Maintenance

Figure 3: Item Quantities Maintenance
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Depot Management
Any parts you enter on a work order and are on backorder will update the Backordered
quantity field in the Item Quantity Maintenance and Item Inquiry windows for that
item/site combination. To enter a part on a work order, from the Transactions menu,
point to Depot Management, and then click Work Order Entry/Update.
Parts you enter in the Part Posting window will also update the Backordered fields. To
enter a part in the Part Posting window, on the Transactions menu, point to Depot
Management, and then click Part Posting.

Figure 4: Parts Information

Figure 5: Item Inquiry
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Item Quantities Maintenance

Figure 6: Item Quantities Maintenance

Changes to Microsoft Dynamics GP tables
The QTYBKORD field is updated in the IV00102 table. This is the Item Quantity Master table.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


Backordered quantities from Field Service are now included in the Backordered
field in the Item Quantities Maintenance and Item Inquiry windows.



Backordered quantities from parts entry in Service Call Management and Depot
Management are included.
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Lesson 2: Allocations Display in Item Allocation Inquiry
This lesson explains the functionality added to the Item Allocation Inquiry window, which
allows you to view Field Service transactions that contain allocations for the item.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will:


Understand the effects of Field Service on the Item Allocation Inquiry window.



Know what documents contain the item allocations.

Allocation Display
When you enter transactions in Field Service, the allocated quantities from those
transactions update the Item Allocation Inquiry window. This will list the documents and
quantities to support the total quantity allocated. There are multiple ways to access the
Item Allocation Inquiry window:

Note:
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On the Inquiry menu, point to Inventory, and then click Item Allocation.



On the Inquiry menu, point to Inventory, click Item, and then drill back on
Allocated.



On the Cards menu, point to Inventory, click Item Quantities/Site and drill back
on Allocated.

On Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, Field Service transactions did not
display in the Item Allocation Inquiry window.

Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 New Features

Functionality Described
Allocations are created from various Field Service Transactions.

Figure 7: Item Allocation Inquiry

Service Call Management
Allocations from service calls are from the Parts line attached to the service call. The drill
back opens the source documents in the Service Call Inquiry window.

Returns Management
Allocations from a Return to Vendor (RTV) transaction are for the out-bound item number
on the RTV line. The drill back will open the source document in the RTV Inquiry window.
Returns Management Authorization (RMA) transactions do not have allocations.

Depot Management
Allocations from a work order in Depot Management may be from the work order header
for the item you will repair or it may be from the Parts lines attached to the work order. The
drill back will open the source document in the Work Order Inquiry window. If the
allocation is from a part assigned to repair the work order, click Parts to see the parts
allocation.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


The Item Allocation Inquiry window will display the Field Service transactions to
support the item’s allocation.



You may use the Item Allocation Inquiry window to drill back on the Field Service
transactions to view the allocations.
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Lesson 3: Honor Discontinued Item Status
This lesson introduces the functionality added to Field Service, which informs you if an item
is a discontinued item and the quantity available.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will:


Know where to review the quantity available for a discontinued item.



Explain what will happen when there is not enough quantity available for the
transaction.



Understand how a discontinued item appears when it is the component of a kit.



Understand the result of marking the Allow Sale of Discontinued Items option.

Discontinued Items
A discontinued item is tracked the same as Sales Inventory items. You may continue to sell
the available quantities. You may not receive additional quantities into inventory. You can
enter adjustments for the item, and you can delete the item when the quantity reaches zero.
If you want to sell discontinued items, you need to mark the Allow Sale of Discontinued
Items option in the Sales Order Processing Setup Options window. From the Microsoft
Dynamics GP menu, point to Tools, point to Setup, point to Sales, click Sales Order
Processing, and then click Options.

Figure 8: Sales Order Processing Setup Options
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Functionality Described
The enhancement will honor the Sales Order Processing (SOP) setup option Allow Sale of
Discontinued Items. It will inform users of a discontinued item and reveal the available
quantity.

Allowing the Sale of Discontinued Items
If the Allow Sale of Discontinued Items option is marked, you will be able to enter
discontinued items on transactions in Field Service. When you enter a discontinued item
and you do not have enough quantities available, the Discontinued Item Quantity
Available window opens. It displays the discontinued item and the available quantity. You
will not be able to enter more quantity than is available in the local site and the restocking
site. You must change the Qty Ordered in order to continue the line.

Figure 9: Discontinued Item Quantity Available

The Discontinued Item Quantity Available window will open in the following instances:


You enter a parts line on a service call for more than the quantity available.



You enter a parts line on a work order for more than the quantity available.



You enter a part in the Part Posting window for more than the quantity available.

In some transactions, the Discontinued Item Quantity Available window will not open.
Instead, the Qty Ordered field will default to the available quantity in the warehouse
specified on the line. This occurs in the following:



Parts line on a service call generated during PM Generation.



Parts line on a service call generated during ECO Generation.
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Note:

Kit entered on a service call and one or more components are discontinued.
The Discontinued Item Quantity Available window will not open when the part is line
creates automatically through PM Generation, ECO Generation, or when the item is a
component of a kit.

Password Prompt
You may enter a password on the Allow Sale of Discontinued Items setup option. In order
to sell an item that has been discontinued you must know the password assigned to the
option.

Figure 10: Allow Sale of Discontinued Items Password

You receive the message “Please enter the password if you want to sell a discontinued item.”
when you try to select a discontinued item.

Figure 11: Password Prompt
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Not Allowing the Sale of Discontinued Items
When you have Allow Sale of Discontinued Items option unmarked, you may not use
discontinued items on Field Service transactions.

Figure 12: Allow Sales of Discontinued Items unmarked

You receive the following message when you select a discontinued item.

Figure 13: Discontinued Item message

Try This: Enter a service call for a discontinued item.
Take what you have learned in this lesson and enter a service call using a discontinued item
as a part.
1. Start by marking the Allow Sale of Discontinued Items option in Sales Order
Processing. On the Microsoft Dynamics GP menu, point to Tools, point to Setup,
point to Sales, and then click Sales Order Processing.
2. Click Options and then mark the Allow Sale of Discontinued Items.
3. On the Cards menu, point to Inventory, and click Item.
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4. Select TOP100G and Discontinued as the Item Type. Note the available quantity.
5. Next, on the Transaction menu, point to Service Call Management, and then click
Service Call Entry/Update.
6. Enter a new service call and click Parts.
7. Finish by entering the parts line. Type item TOP100G and enter a quantity greater
than the quantity available in step 4.
You should see the Discontinued Item Quantity Available window and the quantity
available for this item.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


Field Service honors the Allow Sale of Discontinued Items option.



You will not be able to use more than the quantity available on Field Service
transactions.

Answer the following questions to confirm your understanding of lesson topics.
1. If you want to be able to use discontinued items in Field Service what steps do you
need to take?
You need to mark the Allow Sale of Discontinued Items option in Sales Order Processing Setup. You
may also set the option to be password protected.

2. Will the Discontinued Item Quantity Available window always open when you use a
discontinued item on Field Service transactions?
No. The Discontinued Item Quantity Available window will only open when you use a
discontinued item on a service call parts line, work order part line, or Part Posting in Depot
Management. The window does not open when a part line is on a service call created from a PM
Generation or ECO Generation. It also will not open if the item is a component of a kit.
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Lesson 4: Equipment Super Session Posts
This lesson explains the new functionality added to supersessions in Service Call
Management for Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013.

Supersession
A supersession on an equipment record allows you to change the item number, equipment
number or reference if this information should need to be changed.

Functionality Described
On Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013, you may post a supersession and the system verifies the
serial number/ item number/customer combination. If the serial/equipment/item already
exists in the equipment master for another customer, you will receive the message “This
Serial and Item Number already exists. Please try another combination.”

Note:

On Microsoft Dynamics GP2010 and previous versions, no message appears to warn you
the equipment may already exist.

Try This: Post a Supersession.
Take what you have learned and try to post a Supersession for an equipment record that
exists for another customer.
1. Start by creating a new equipment record. On the Cards menu, point to Service Call
Management and then click Equipment.
2. Enter a new equipment record using the following information:
a. Equipment Number: SERIALA
b. Item Number: 128 SDRAM
c. Customer ID: AARONFIT0001
13
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3. Save the equipment record.
4. Create another equipment record with the following information:
a. Equipment Number: SERIAL1
b. Item Number: 128 SDRAM
c. Customer ID: BAKERSEM0001
5. Save the equipment record.
6. Click the Lookup button next to Equipment Number and select equipment record
SERIALA.
7. Click Supersessions.
8. Change the Equipment Number to SERIAL1.
9. Click Post.
You should receive the message “This Serial and Item Number already exists. Please try
another combination”.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:
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You will receive a message if you try to post a supersession where the serial/item
number/customer combination already exists.
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Lesson 5: Create Equipment from Manufacturing
This lesson introduces the new functionality to create an equipment record when you
receive an item in Manufacturing.

What you will learn
After completing this lesson, you will:


Know how to create an equipment record from a Manufacturing transaction.



Understand in which situations an equipment record will not create.



Know the changes made to tables and windows.

Create Equipment from Manufacturing
A checkbox appears in Service Setup to allow you to create equipment records when you
receive an item through a manufacturing order (MO). When you adjust the item into
Inventory through the MO and the options are marked in setup, the equipment record will
automatically create. The customer is the Return Customer ID you select in the Service
Setup window.

You may also create an equipment record from a Quick MO with the option marked in
Service Setup.

Note:

The equipment record will verify that an equipment/item combination already exists prior
to the creation of the new Equip ID. It checks against the item number, serial number, and
customer. When you post the MO receipt successfully, the equipment record will create if it
does not already exist. If the equipment record does exist, the following fields update:


Reference



Asset Tag



Seller Warranty dates



Ship date

If you reverse a manufacturing order, the equipment card will not be removed.

If the manufactured item you create is a subassembly, then an equipment card does not
create.
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Changes to windows
The Service Setup window has two new fields Create Equipment from Manufacturing
Receipts and For Non-Serial Tracked Items checkboxes.

Figure 14: Service Setup

When you mark the options and then post a Manufacturing receipt, an equipment record
will automatically create.

Figure 15: Manufacturing Order Receipt Entry
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You can enter multiple quantities on the MO. When you enter multiple serial numbers on an
MO order, an equipment record will create for each serial number.

Figure 16: Manufacturing Serial Number Entry

Figure 17: Equipment Maintenance

When you create an equipment record from an MO and the item is not a serial item, only
one equipment record will create. It will use the quantity on the MO.

Note:

If your item is not a serial item and you receive more quantities than the quantity on the
MO, the equipment record will reflect the quantity on the MO and not the quantity
received.
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Changes to tables
SVC00998 - Master Defaults
Two additional fields appear in the Master Defaults (SVC00998) table.
Window Field Name

Field Name in SVC00998

Default Value

Create Equipment From
Manufacturing Receipts

SVCCreateMOSerial

0 (unmarked)

For Non-Serial Tracked Items

SVCCreateMONonSerial

0 (unmarked)

These flags are visible when you have Manufacturing registered.
The default values for these fields will be 0, which means the check box is unmarked. When
you mark the check boxes, the value will be 1.

SVC00310 - Serial Master Audit
An equipment audit record creates in the Serial Master Audit table (SVC00310) when you
create the equipment card. The description displays as “Created from MO Receiving.” If the
equipment card exists and updates, the description will display “Updated from MO
Receiving.”

Try This: Create equipment from an MO.
Take what you have learned and try to create an equipment record from an MO.
1. Start by marking the option in Service Setup to create equipment from
Manufacturing.
2. On the Microsoft Dynamics GP menu, point to Tools, point to Setup, point to Field
Service, and then click Service Setup.
3. Mark the Create Equipment From Manufacturing Receipts checkbox.
4. In the Return Customer ID field, enter SVCRETURN01.
5. Next, on the Transaction menu, point to Manufacturing, point to Manufacturing
Orders, and then click Entry and create an MO for 100 XLG for a quantity of 1.
6. On the Transaction menu, point to Manufacturing, point to Manufacturing Order,
click MO Receipt Entry and receive the MO.
7. Finish by reviewing the equipment record created from the serial number on your
MO. On the Cards menu, point to Service Call Management, and then click
Equipment.
You should see an equipment record for the serial number/100XLG/SVCRETURN01.
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Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


There is a new setup option that allows you to create equipment records from
Manufacturing.



You may create multiple equipment records from a Manufacturing Order if you are
using a serialized item.



The SVCCreateMOSerial and SVCCreateMONonSerial fields have been added to the
Master Defaults (SVC00998) table to track the check box.

Answer the following questions to confirm your understanding of lesson topics.
1. Are you able to create an equipment record from a Quick MO?
Yes

2. When you create an equipment record from an MO, does the system check if the
equipment/item number already exists?
Yes. It will always verify whether a record should be created or if the existing record should be
updated.

3. If you reverse a Manufacturing Order, will the equipment record still exist?
Yes, reversing and MO does not remove the equipment record.
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Module 2: Service Call Management
This module introduces the new enhancements to Service Call Management in Field Service
for Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013.

Before You Begin
Before starting this module, you should:


Know how to use Hotline Notes on a service call.



Understand basic Sales Order Processing functionality.



Have access to a Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 installation.

What You Will Learn
After completing this module, you will be able to:
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View the latest hotline notes at the top.



Describe how you may change the ship to address on the service call line and have it
reflect that address in Sales Order Processing.
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Lesson 1: Hotline Notes Top Down
This lesson describes the enhancement made to the hotline notes on a service call.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:


Describe the changes made to the Hotline Entry window.

Hotline Notes
This new feature displays the hotline note from the top down when you view. When you
open the Hotline Entry window, you will see the most recent note at the top. You may scroll
down to view the previous notes.

In Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, the hotline notes append to the
bottom and you would need to scroll to the bottom to view the latest note.

Note:

Notes already on a service call will not restructure to the new method when you upgrade.
Any new notes you add after the upgrade will be at the top.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


You will be able to view hotline notes with most current at the top.
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Lesson 2: Ship To Address from Service Call Line
This lesson explains the functionality added where the Sales Order Processing (SOP) invoice
will use the Misc. Address ID on the service parts line.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:


Explain how to display the address from the parts line on the service call to the line
on the SOP invoice.



Understand the functionality change is specific to Misc. Address Code.

Service Call Address
When you enter a service call line, the address you select in the Shipping Address Override
window determines the address for the Ship To Address for a Purchase Order or Inventory
Transfer. You can choose Tech Site, Customer Address ID, Misc. Address Code or
Transfer Header Modified.
When you select Misc. Address Code, the Ship To Address on the SOP invoice line will
match the Service Call Line shipping address.

Note:

In Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, the ship to address on the SOP
invoice defaults from the Address ID on the service call header. You must manually
change each line on the invoice to match the address on the service call line.

Functionality Described
When you enter a parts line on a service call, you can use the Shipping Address Override
window to change the Address Option to Misc Address Code and then select the address
you want to use.
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Figure 18: Service Call Entry - Parts

The sales invoice you create from Service Call Billing will use the Misc Address Code
address you selected.

Figure 19: Sales Ship to Address Entry

Taxes
When you bill the service call and you have used the Misc Address Code, the Ship To Tax
Schedule on the SOP invoice line will be the Misc Address ID tax schedule. If you do not
have a tax schedule on the Misc Address ID, the tax schedule on the invoice will default from
the service call header.
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Changes to Windows
The Misc Address Maintenance window allows you to look up the Tax Schedule ID and
select it. To access this window, on the Cards menu, point to Service Call Management,
and then click Misc. Address.

Figure 20: Misc. Address Maintenance

Changes to Tables
The field TAXSCHID now appears in the SVC_Misc_Address table (SVC00980).

Try This: Use the Misc Address Code on a Service Call
Take what you have learned and create a new service call using the Misc Address Code
address. Then, bill the service call.
1. Start by creating a new service call. On the Transaction menu, point to Service Call
Management, and then click Service Call Entry/Update.
2. Click Parts and add a new part line.
3. Click the icon to open the Shipping Address Override window.
4. Click the drop-down in the Address Option field and select Misc Address Code.
5. In the Misc Address field, enter or select the Address ID.
6. Close the windows and complete the service call.
7. On the Transactions menu, point to Service Call Management, click Service Call
Billing, and bill the service call.
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8. View the sales invoice created from the billing process. On the Transaction menu,
point to Sales Order Processing, and then click Sales Transaction Entry and pull
up the invoice created from the billing process.
9. Click the Item Number expansion button to open the Sales Item Detail Entry
window.
10. Click the Ship To Address ID expansion button to open the Sales Ship To Address
Entry window.
You should see the address you entered on the service call parts line as the address here.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


When you bill a service call, the SOP invoice lines will display the address from the
parts lines.



You may assign different Tax Schedule IDs to Misc Addresses.

Answer the following questions to confirm your understanding of lesson topics.
1. What Shipping Method Override option will allow the address ID on the parts line
carry over to the sales invoice?
Misc Address Code

2. Where does the Tax Schedule ID on the invoice pull from when you use the Misc
Address Code option on the service call?
It will first look to the Misc Address window to determine the Tax Schedule ID there. If this field is
empty, the Tax Schedule ID will default from the service call header.
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Module 3: Contract Administration
This module introduces the new enhancements to Contract Administration in Field Service
in Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013.

Before You Begin
Before starting this module, you should:


Be familiar with the Field Service modules



Have experience using the contract move functionality



Understand the Revenue Recognition process



Have access to a Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 installation

What You Will Learn
After completing this module, you will be able to:
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Explain how contract information on a service call updates when you move a
contract line from that contract.



Describe how to search by contract number in the Revenue Recognition window.



Explain how to consolidate your Revenue Recognition journal entries into one entry.
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Lesson 1: Contract Line Move with Open Service Call
This lesson explains the functionality added to the Contract Move process where the service
call will update with the correct contract information when a contract line is moved and it is
on a service call.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will:


Understand how moving a contract line affects the service call.



Know in what situations the move will not affect the service call.

Contract Move
The Contract Move process allows you to move a contract line from one document to
another. The feature allows you to move a contract line for a contract that is on a service
call. The service call will update to display the correct contract number for the equipment
record on the service call. It will also accurately display the customer and the billing
percentages on the service call to reflect the new contract information.
In Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, you may not move a contract line
to another contract if the equipment is on a service call.

Note:

Functionality Described
When you mark the contract in the Contract Move Line window, you receive the message
“Open Service Call(s) may be affected by the new contract information when the move line
is processed.” This message will only appear if there are open service calls related to the
contract line item marked to move. You may click OK to the message and continue with the
move process.

Affects to Service Calls
When you move the contract line, Microsoft Dynamics GP will search for open service calls
and update the call as needed. The call will not update when the following situations are
true:


The service call is marked to post in the Service Call Billing window.



The entry date of the service call is prior to the move effective date.



The service call has been invoiced.
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Open service calls will update if the contract line you move will no longer cover the service
call due to coverage dates on the moved line. If the end date on the line you move is less
than the entry date of the service call, the contract on the service call will change to a new
contract, if one exists. If not, no contract will appear on the service call.
If you move the line and the coverage dates for that line encompass the Service Call Entry
date, then the contract number on the service call changes when the contract line move is
complete.

You receive the following message when you edit a contract line and change the
percentages. "Do you want to update the percentages on all related Service Calls?"

Note:

If you click Yes, the percentage fields on the service call will update to the contract line
percentages. This will then affect the prices on the lines of the service call.
If you click No, the service call percentages will not update.

If the contract move changes the Customer ID or the Address on the service call, the
following information on the service call will also update:


Customer ID



Address ID



Address information



Time Zone



Bill To Customer



Bill to Address ID



Tax Schedule ID



Service Type



Contract Type



Contract Number

Move Effective Contract Lines Routine
The Move Effective Contract Lines routine will search for open service calls that are for the
equipment/item number/contract line you move at that time.
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Audit Record
A record appears in the Service Audit Inquiry window when you move a contract line and it
affects the service call. The description is “Contract number changed to <new contract
number> on mm/dd/yy. “

Try This: Move a contract line that is on a service call
Take what you have learned and try to move a contract line that already exists on a service
call.
1. Start by entering a new contract and add a piece of equipment to the contract.
2. Next, enter a new service call and add the equipment record to the service call. The
contract information will default on the service call.
3. In the Contract Entry/Update window, click Move Lines.
4. In the Contract Move Line window, enter a contract you wish to move the line to in
the Contract Number field.
5. Finish by marking the contract line.
You should see that you no longer receive a message preventing you from moving the
contract line, but receive a message stating the contract is on an open service call.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


A contract line will move even if it is on an open service call.



When you move a contract line, the service call updates based on the information
from the new contract.



You may edit the contract line and those changes will reflect on the service call.

Answer the following questions to confirm your understanding of lesson topics.
1. When you move a contract line, what situations will prevent the service call from
being updated?
a. The call is marked to post in Service Call Billing.
b. The service call entry date is prior to move effective date.
c.

The service call has been invoiced.

d. All of the above
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2. Is it possible for the prices to change on the service call lines for Parts, Labor,
Additional Charges, or Expenses?
Yes. If the percentages for the new contract are different from the original, these new percentages
will appear on the service call. This may cause the price to be different for the lines.
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Lesson 2: Search by Contract in Revenue Recognition
This lesson explains the new functionality available in the Revenue Recognition window
where you may search by contract number in Contract Administration for Microsoft
Dynamics GP 2013.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will:


Understand how to search by contract number in the Revenue Recognition window.

Search by Contract Number
The Revenue Recognition window in Contract Administration displays all un-posted
revenue based on the fiscal year and period selected. This feature allows you to select a
single contract and display only the un-posted revenue associated with the contract for the
year and period selected.

Note:

In Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, you do not have the ability to
search based on contract number.

With this new feature, you will be able to quickly locate and post a specific contract. On the
Transactions menu, point to Contract Administration, and then click Revenue
Recognition. Click Contract Number and type the contract number you want to display.
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Figure 21: Contract Revenue Recognition

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:
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You can search by contract number in the Revenue Recognition window.
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Lesson 3: Consolidate Revenue Recognition
This lesson explains the functionality added to the Revenue Recognition process where you
may consolidate the revenue into one General Ledger (GL) entry.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will:


Understand that revenue recognition will summarize into one GL entry.



Explain how the revenue will consolidate based on fiscal year/fiscal period.

Revenue Recognition
When you recognize revenue, a journal entry is created in GL. This feature will consolidate
the entries into one GL entry in the LIABA batch based on grouping the fiscal year and fiscal
period.

Note:

On Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, a journal entry is created for
each unique contract line by the fiscal year and fiscal period.

If you run revenue recognition for multiple contracts in one period, one journal entry is
created in GL for the entire amount. If you run revenue recognition for multiple contracts in
multiple periods, you would receive one journal entry for each fiscal period.
On the Transactions menu, point to Contract Administration, and then click Revenue
Recognition. You may then select the Fiscal Year and Fiscal Period through which you
want to recognize revenue.

Figure 22: Contract Revenue Recognition

When you post the revenue, the LIABI batch will have a journal entry for each Fiscal
Year/Fiscal Period combination.
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Figure 23: Batch Entry

Figure 24: Edit List

Revenue Reversal
If you use Revenue Reversal, the contracts will display individually in the window. When
you reverse the revenue, the revenue will display separately in the Revenue Recognition
window. When you run revenue recognition, it will consolidate in the GL batch again.
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Try This: Recognize revenue
Take what you have learned and recognize revenue for multiple contracts over multiple
fiscal periods.
1. Start by deleting the existing LIABI batch. On the Transactions menu, point to
Financial, and then click Batches.
2. Select the LIABI batch and click Delete.
3. Open the Revenue Recognition window. On the Transactions menu, point to
Contract Administration, and then click Revenue Recognition.
4. Select Period 6 as the Fiscal Period.
5. Mark the M check box next to three different contracts for Fiscal Period 4, 5, and 6.
6. Click Post.
7. Finish by viewing the LIABI batch in the Batches window again.
You should see that the LIABI batch contains three journal entries rather than nine.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


The revenue recognition process consolidates journal entries based on fiscal years
and fiscal periods.



The Revenue reversal process allows you continue to reverse the revenue.
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Module 4: Returns Management
This module introduces the new enhancements to Returns Management in Field Service in
Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013.

Before You Begin
Before starting this module, you should:


Be familiar with the Field Service modules.



Understand the return quantity types in Inventory.



Have experience with Sales Order Processing invoice process.



Have access to a Microsoft Dynamics GP2013 installation.

What You Will Learn
After completing this module, you will be able to:
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Describe how allowing line level locks on an RMA will increase efficiency.



Explain how to specify a return quantity type for your returned quantity.



Maintain inventory quantities by using the On Hand, In Service, In Use, Returned, or
Damaged return quantity types.



Explain how to consolidate multiple lines from a cross-ship RMA to one sales order.



Describe the changes made to the description on the sales document when created
from an RMA process.
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Lesson 1: RMA Line Level Lock
This lesson explains the new lock at the line level on a Returns Management Authorization
(RMA).

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:


Explain how multiple users may update different lines on the same RMA.



Understand why you may not have multiple users add new lines to the same RMA.

Functionality Described
This new feature allows multiple users to edit the same RMA. This will increase efficiency in
the RMA entry process.

On Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, only one user can edit the RMA
at one time. If another user tries to access the RMA, they receive the message “This
document is being edited by other user.”

Note:

If you have two users edit an RMA and they both have the RMA set to Hide Details, only one
user may create a new line. The first user who puts his or her cursor on the next empty row
may create a new line. The other user will receive the message “This document is being
edited by other user.” If a row is being added to the end of the RMA, the other users cannot
add a new row. They can insert a new row.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


Multiple users may edit an RMA.



If you use Hide Details, only one user at a time may enter a new line on the RMA.
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Lesson 2: RMA Return Quantity
This lesson explains the new functionality added to RMAs where you may select a different
return quantity type.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will:


Know how to select a different return quantity type on an RMA.



Understand how to set a default return quantity type.

Return Quantity Types
When you do a return transaction in Sales Order Processing, you may select the return
quantity type where you want to return the quantity.


On Hand – quantity available to be sold



Returned – quantity returned but is not available for sale



In Use – quantity returned but will be used for something other than a sale



In Service – quantity returned but will be used for something other than a sale



Damaged – quantity returned and has damage to it

The Returned, In Use, In Service, and Damaged return quantity types are not an available
quantity. You may use these return quantity types to enter quantities but later transfer
them to the On Hand bucket if you are want to sell them later.

Functionality Described
The new feature allows you to specify a return quantity type on an RMA when you receive
the quantity. You may set a default return quantity type based on the RMA Type. You may
process a Depot Management Work Order or an RTV when you have received the RMA as a
different quantity type.

If the quantity type on the RMA is something other than on hand, this information will carry
over to the work order or RTV. If the quantity type is not on hand, the document will not
allocate a quantity.
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Note:

In Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, all quantities are returned as on
hand when you received an RMA.

If you use Internal RMAs, you will only be able to select On Hand as the Qty. Type for these
types of transactions.

Window Changes
RMA Type
The RMA Type window allows you to select a default Quantity Type. On the Cards menu,
point to Returns Management, and then click RMA Type. In this window, you may select
the RMA Type and then select the Quantity Type you want to associate with the RMA.

Figure 25: RMA Type Maintenance

RMA Receiving
On the Transactions menu, point to Returns Management, and then click RMA Receiving.
In the RMA Receiving window, a Return Qty expansion button appears. This opens the RMA
Returned Quantities Entry window. This window does not open automatically when you
mark the box to post. The Return Quantity Type is the Quantity Type entered on the RMA
Type.
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If you change the Return Qty to a different quantity, the RMA Returned Quantities Entry
window will open. In this window, you select the Return Quantity Type you want for that
quantity

Figure 26: RMA Returned Quantities Entry

You must disperse the total quantity you enter for the return line to any of the five return
quantity types. The Total value is the sum of all the Return Quantity Types.Posting

The Distributions button on the RMA Entry/Update window displays the default
Inventory account for the item based on the RMA type default Qty Type. When you post
the RMA Receiving, the distribution account associated with the return type is used

Figure 27: Posting Journal
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Serial/Lot
The RMA Serial/Lot Number Entry window has a Quantity Type field. The quantity type for
serial or lot tracked items may be returned and distributed to various return quantity types.
The window is available from both RMA Entry and RMA Receiving. The field is editable only
in the RMA Receiving window. When the Qty Type is changed, the quantity assigned to
that quantity type and the related Serial/Lot numbers will display.

Figure 28: RMA Lot Number Entry

Kits
If you have multiple kit quantities to return, you must enter all quantities into one quantity
type when you receive the RMA. For example, if you return a kit item for a quantity of two,
then you may only enter a quantity of 2 in one return quantity bucket. The kit component
items use the quantity type selected for the kit item.

Customer Owned
Customer Owned items do not create Inventory adjustment entries at RMA Receiving. The
Quantity Type at RMA Receiving defaults the value on the RMA Type.

Non-Inventory Items
When you use an item on the RMA line that is non-inventoried, the Quantity Type is set to
zero.
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Line Process
If you enter an RMA, the Quantity Type defaults from the RMA Type. You may use the RMA
Line Process Return window to change the Qty. Type on the line as this field now appears
in the window.

Figure 29: RMA Entry/Update

Note:

You may use the RMA Line Process Return window to change the Qty. Type for items
marked as customer owned, however, it does not actually affect inventory in any way.

You may also separate the quantities based on the Qty Type. For example, you may have a
total quantity of five but one is damaged and four are returns. You may change the Qty.
Type on the lines and add additional lines.

Figure 30: RMA Entry Update
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If you change the Qty. Type value to On Hand after you receive the RMA, an inventory
transfer creates and posts to reflect the change. The Inventory transfer will transfer the
item only to the selected Qty. Type. When you change the Qty. Type, you will receive a
prompt “Do you want to change the Qty Type from <Qty. Type> to <Qty. Type>?” If you click
Yes, the change is made. If you click No, there will be no change.

Figure 31: Change QTY Type

Inventory Scrap
When you select Inventory Scrap for a process line, the Qty. Type must be On Hand. If you
try to Inventory Scrap a line not set to On Hand, you will receive the message “The Qty. Type
must be On Hand before you can process a scrap transaction.”

Figure 32: Message

Return To Vendor
If you select Return To Vendor for the Process Line and the Qty Type is not On hand (and
customer owned flag not checked), the RTV will create. It will not allocate to the RTV. If the
item is not on hand, it is not part of inventory.
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When you select Return To Vendor for one line, you will receive the message “Do you want
to set the Process Type for all serials to Return To Vendor?”

Figure 33: All Serials

If you click All Serials, only serial numbers with a matching Qty. Type will have the Return
to Vendor Option selected. The Create RTV All button will not be available unless all
serials for the item are the same Qty Type.

Figure 34: Return to Vendor

If an RTV has a Qty. Type On Hand but does not equal the On Hand value, the RTV is
marked Ready to Ship. An Inventory Transafer to On Hand Qty. Type posts. The inventory
allocates to the RTV at that time, unless it is Customer Owned.

Work Order
If the Qty. Type of the item is not On Hand and Customer Owned is not marked, the Work
Order will create. The item is not part of inventory and will not allocate to the work order.
The Work Order Entry/Update window will display the Qty. Type and you may edit the
field. If you change the Qty. Type on the work order, an inventory transfer posts to reflect
the change. If you change the Qty. Type from any other type to On Hand, the quantity will
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allocate to the work order. The work order will unallocate if the Qty. Type changes from On
Hand to something else.
When you complete the work order, an inventory transaction will occur if the Qty. Type is
not equal to the On Hand value. This will ensure the item is at an on hand Qty. Type when
the system creates the Inventory Adjustment when the work order is complete.

Service Call R Line
For RMAs, you create from a Service Call R line and a transfer creates, the Qty. Type
defaults as On Hand. It does not use the default Qty. Type on the RMA Type.

Return To Stock
The Return to Stock button will only allow lines with a Qty. Type of On Hand to process.
The transfer that creates from the return site to the main warehouse creates for the
quantity value for the On Hand quantity and not the Returned quantity.

Figure 35: Message

Audit Records
An RMA Audit record will create any time the Qty. Type changes.

Figure 36: RMA Audit Inquiry
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Note:

The Inventory Reconcile utility will check Qty. Types and not affect allocations other
than when the Qty. Type is On Hand.

Note:

When you upgrade from Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, the default
Qty. Type will be On Hand.

Table Changes
Physical Name

Table Name

Field

SVC05501

SVC_Codes_RMA_Type

SVC05210

SVC_RMA_Line_Process

QtyType:
1=On Hand
2=Returned
3=In Use
4=In Service
5=Damaged
QtyType:
1=On Hand
2=Returned
3=In Use
4=In Service
5=Damaged

SVC35210

SVC_RMA_Line_Process_Hist

QtyType:
1=On Hand
2=Returned
3=In Use
4=In Service
5=Damaged

SVC05200

SVC_RMA_Line

QTYONHND, QTYRTRND, QTYINUSE, QTYINSVC,
QTYDMGED
*Existing Quantity field stores the total quantity
entered.

SVC35200

SVC_RMA_Line

QTYONHND, QTYRTRND, QTYINUSE, QTYINSVC,
QTYDMGED
*Existing Quantity field stores the total quantity
entered.
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SVC05601

SVC_RTV_Line

QtyType:
1=On Hand
2=Returned
3=In Use
4=In Service
5=Damaged

SVC35601

SVC_RTV_Line_Hist

QtyType:
1=On Hand
2=Returned
3=In Use
4=In Service
5=Damaged
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SVC06100

SVC_DEPOT_ Master

QtyType:
1=On Hand
2=Returned
3=In Use
4=In Service
5=Damaged

Table 1: Table Changes

Try This: Change the Qty. Type on an RMA
Take what you have learned in this lesson and create an RMA for multiple quantities, and
change the Qty. Type.
1. Start by creating a new RMA. On the Transactions menu, point to Returns
Management, and then click RMA Entry/Update.
2. Enter a line item for a quantity of 5.
3. Save the RMA.
4. On the Transaction menu, point to Returns Management, and click RMA
Receiving.
5. Mark the M box for your RMA, and then click the Return QTY expansion button.
6. In the RMA Returned Quantities Entry window, enter 4 in the On Hand field and 1
in the Damaged field.
7. Click OK and then click Post to post the RMA Receiving.
8. Go to the RMA Entry/Update window again and select your RMA.
9. Click Show Detail on the line, and then click Process.
10. In the RMA Line Process Return window, click the On Hand line.
11. Change the Process Quantity to 2 and the Process Type to Return To Vendor.
12. Tab to the next line, and on the new On Hand line, change the Qty. Type to In Use.
13. When you receive the message, “Do you want to change the QTY Type from On Hand
to In Use?” click Yes.
14. Finish by printing the Inventory Transfer Journal report to the screen.
You should see a transfer was done for the On Hand quantity to move it to the In Use bucket.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


You may assign a default Quantity Type to the RMA Type.



When you receive an RMA, you may choose a different Return Quantity Type for
the quantities.



The RMA Line Process Return window allows you to change the Quantity Type
for the line quantity.
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When you make changes to the Qty Type field in the RMA Line Process Return
window, an audit line appears in the RMA Audit Inquiry window.

Answer the following questions to confirm your understanding of lesson topics.
1. What are the Return Quantity Types available?
On Hand, Returned, In Use, In Service, Damaged

2. Can you change the Quantity Type of an RMA line after you have received it?
Yes. You may change the Quantity Type in the RMA Line Process Return window.

3. Will the Sales Returned Quantities Entry window open automatically during the
RMA Receiving process?
No. The window will open if you click the Return QTY expansion button or if you change the Return
QTY field to be a different quantity.
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Lesson 3: RMA SOP Consolidate
This lesson explains the new feature in Returns Management for Microsoft Dynamics GP
2013 where you may consolidate Cross-Ship RMA lines to one sales order.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:


Explain how to consolidate RMA Cross-Ship lines to one sales order

Functionality Described
A cross-ship RMA creates a sales order in Sales Order Processing. You may have multiple
lines on a cross-ship and want one order rather than multiple orders. With this feature, you
can consolidate those lines from the RMA to one sales order when you cross-ship them. The
new SOP line appends to the existing SOP order with the same RMA number.
If you use a Replace RMA Type, the lines will consolidate to an existing sales order with the
same RMA number if you click Replace on the RMA line. This would occur if the RMA is
received and the Auto-Replace Receipts option is not marked in Returns Setup. The
Auto-Replace Receipts option automatically creates the order in SOP during the RMA
Receiving process. In this situation, the RMA lines would not combine to one sales order.

Note:

On Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, the cross-ship process creates a
separate sales order for each line on the RMA.

Table Changes
A new field appears in the Service Setup window. On the Microsoft Dynamics GP menu,
point to Tools, point to Setup, point to Field Service, and then click Return Setup. When
you mark the Consolidate SOP Order Document option, cross-ship lines will consolidate
onto one sales order.
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Figure 37: Return Setup - Returns

Try This: Consolidate multiple RMA lines.
Take what you have learned and consolidate your RMAs into one SOP document.
1. Start by marking the setup option. On the Microsoft Dynamics GP menu, point to
Tools, point to Setup, point to Field Service, and then click Return Setup.
2. Mark Consolidate SOP Order Document.
3. Enter a new RMA with two lines for items 128 SDRAM and 256 SDRAM.
4. Click the Customer Link to open the RMA Line Cross-Ship window.
5. Click the Cross Ship button. Do this for both items. Note the SOP document number
that was created.
6. Finish by viewing the sales order. On the Transactions menu, point to Sales, and
then click Sales Transaction Entry.
You should see both cross ship lines appear on one sales order.

Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:
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When you mark the Consolidate SOP Order Document, you are able to consolidate
cross ship RMA lines to the same sales order.



You may consolidate Replace RMA Types when you do not mark Auto-Replace
Receipts.
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Lesson 4: Item Description from RMA
This lesson describes the functionality added to the RMA Item Description as it appears on
the Sales Order Processing (SOP) document in Returns Management for Microsoft Dynamics
GP 2013.

What You Will Learn
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:


Describe how the RMA Item Description will display on SOP document.



Understand what SOP documents will be affected by this functionality.

Functionality Described
A SOP document generates from various RMA functions. When the SOP document creates, it
displays the item description from the RMA return item. The invoice item displays when
you close the RMA.
Note:

On Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 and previous versions, the item description on SOP
documents is a concatenation of the Return, Item, RMA Number, and RMA Type.

The Item Description field in the Sales Transaction Entry window displays the Return
Item number from the RMA.

Figure 38: Sales Transaction Entry
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To see the RMA Number and RMA Type for the RMA, click the Document No. expansion
arrow to open the Sales Document Detail Entry window. The GL Reference field will
store this information.

Figure 39: Sales Document Detail Entry

Non-Inventory Item
When you use a non-inventory item on your RMA, the Description on the SOP document is
the Description you manually entered on the RMA.

Figure 40: RMA Entry/Update
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Lesson Review
Topics covered in this lesson include the following:


When a SOP document creates from an RMA, the Item Description will be the
description from the item from the RMA.
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